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NONPARAMETRIC METHODS IN
CHANGE-POINT PROBLEMS: A GENERAL APPROACH

AND SOME CONCRETE ALGORITHMS
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Russian Academy of Sciences

A general approach to change-point problems is proposed. This approach
is based upon two ideas. The first idea is that any change-point problem can
be reduced to the problem of detection of changes in the mean value of some
new sequences. The second idea is that the nonparametric family of Kolmogorov-
Smirnov type statistics can be used for change-point detection in these sequences.
This general approach is implemented in two cases: (a) the problem of gradual
change-point detection, and (b) change-point detection in two-phase regression
model.

1. Introduction. Change-point problems attract considerable interest
nowadays. Much was done in the field of parametric change-point estimation
(see Shaban (1980) and Krishnaiah and Miao (1988) for bibliography).

In this report we are dealing with nonparametric change-point detection
methods. These methods do not use a priori information about data and are
the most useful for applications (see Csδrgδ and Horvath (1988) for a review).

A general approach to change-point problems is proposed. This approach
is based upon two ideas. The first idea is that any change-point problem
can be reduced to the problem of detection of changes in the mean value of
some new sequences. The second idea is that the nonparametric family of
Kolmogorov-Smirnov type statistics can be used for change-point detection in
these sequences.

This general approach is implemented in two cases: (a) the problem
of gradual change-point detection, (b) change-point detection in two-phase
regression model. For more details see Brodski and Darkhovski (1993).

2. Main Ideas. Since we are dealing with detection of different changes
in probabilistic characteristics of random sequences, we need a general formu-
lation of this problem. Any property of a random sequence is determined by
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its distribution. Therefore a change in characteristics is, in general, a change
in distribution. It follows from here that a sequence with change-points is in
fact "glued" from pieces of sequences with different distributions.

In the general case, any distribution of a random sequence is determined
by a set of finite-dimensional distributions satisfying the concordance condi-
tions. Therefore any change in probabilistic characteristics is a result of a
certain change in arbitrary finite-dimensional distributions. We conclude from
here that the following model of a single change-point is realistic enough.

Suppose that X = {#π}n=i°> Y — {yn}n=i° a r e two strictly stationary
random sequences. Let 1 = TO < τ\ < τ2 < < r^, k < oo and

= P{xTQ < U0,XTl <UU > ,XTk< Uk}

i r -,uk) ± F"( ) = P{yτo < uo,yTl < uly - ,yTk < uk}.

Suppose that F'( ) φ Ff/(-) and consider a sequence Z = {^n}n=i° defined in
the following way

zn =

n< m
7iι < n < n2

k 2/n, n2 < n
where {υn} is an arbitrary random sequence. We say that Z is a sequence
with a change-point (with a change-point in a (k + l)-dimensional distribution
function). Here n\ and n2 are the moments of the beginning and the end of
a change, and an interval (nχ,n2) is the length of a transition process. By
analogy one can create a model of more than one change (for this, several
stationary sequences have to be "glued").

This model can be used both for aposteriori detection of change-point
moments (i.e., by all information obtained) and for sequential detection (i.e.,
on-line with observations), but we concentrate now on aposteriori detection.

The multitude of change-point problems which arise here is as large as
the set of probabilistic characteristics of a stationary random sequence. Full
description of such a sequence can be done only with the help of all finite
dimensional distributions. Therefore, for the purpose of theoretical analysis
and for effective practical application, it is necessary to extract one basic
situation from this multitude of problems to which other situations can be
easily reduced.

Let us formulate this basic problem and the method of such reduction; it
will be the first idea of our approach.
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We say that a sequence Z with a change-point is considered in the basic
situation if a change in mathematical expectation of Z has occurred, i.e.,

ί α', n < rrii

αn, mi < n < m2

α"? m2 <n

where α! φ α", {αn} is an arbitrary sequence.

An algorithm that detects change of this type is called the basic one.
Generally speaking, in the basic situation other characteristics of a random
sequence might change (not only the expectation), but we shall consider them
here as nuisance parameters.

Now we show that detection of changes in arbitrary distribution functions
(in the model described above) can be reduced to detection of changes in the
basic situation.

Suppose that the functions F ( ) and F"( ) are such that \\F' - F"\\ > 2c,
where e > 0, || || is the sup-norm. Consider the vector ξt — (zt-\-τ0^

zt+τu * •?
z ί+Tfc), t > 0. Then the distribution function of the vector ξt is Ff( ) before
and F"(') after the change-point. Consider a partition of Mk+1 into r < oo
nonintersecting subsets {Aj}, j = 1, , r, and the random vector ηt such that
ηt = Σ j = 1 dj I(ξt £ A?), αj G Et fc+1 where /(•) = indicator function.

It is well known that for any e > 0 subsets {Aj} and vectors {αj} can

be found such that \\Ff(-) - Fηt\\ < e/2. In the same way the function F"

can be approximated, and without loss of generality we can assume that the

approximating {Aj} and {αj} are the same as for Ff. Then for t\ < n\ - r^ =

m\ and t2 > n2 - TQ = n2 - 1 = m<ι we have

l l ^ t l - Fηt21| > | |F ' ( ) - F"(.)\\ - \\Fηti - Fξti || - I I F ^ - Fξt21| > e

i.e., distributions of the vector η (with a finite number of values) before and
after the change-point differ no less than e. It means that if we introduce r
new sequences {^}, 1 < j ' < r, υ3

t = I(ξt € Aj) then at least one of these
sequences has a change in the mean value no less than β. Therefore if the
basic algorithm can detect e-changes of the mean value, then one can detect
26-changes in arbitrary distributions of the initial sequence Z.

This approach enables us to limit ourselves to the analysis of the basic
algorithm. Two situations might appear in the solution of practical change-
point problems. If it is apriori known that a certain distribution function
of a random sequence changes, then a sufficient number of these indicator
sequences must be constructed and the basic algorithm has to be applied to
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each of them. If there is no apriori information on what distribution function

changes, then we shall use the following recurrent selection procedure: first,

we check whether the one-dimensional distribution function changes, then, the

same for two-dimensional distributions, etc. This procedure has to be stopped

if apriori requirements on quality of detection are satisfied.

The approach proposed makes it possible to involve any information

on the character of changes and to apply the same algorithm of detection.

Let us know that some probabilistic characteristic Ut of a random sequence

Z changes. There exists a function φ(zt,zt+T:n ,^+ T f c ) such that Ut =

E φ(zt, zt+Tl, , zt+Tk). If we consider a new sequence υt = φ{zu zt+Tl, ,

Zt+Tk) then this sequence has a change in the mean. For example, Ut =

EztZχ+τ. Then vt = ZtZt+T. We can detect such a change with the help of the

basic algorithm.

Now we consider the general statement of the basic aposteriori change-

problem. We shall put this problem as the problem of vector parameter esti-

mation in a scheme of series.

Let v = (1/1,1/2? '^k)-, k > 1, be an unknown vector parameter such

that 0 = i / o < α < i / i < i/2 <•••<!/&</?< z/fc+i = 1. Here α,/J are apriori

constants, a < 0.5 < β.

Let φv{t), t £ [0,1] be a parametric family of determined functions. On

a probability space (Ω,-F, Pu) consider two families of random sequences:

{XN}, XN = {xN(n)}»=1, N > [a"1] V [(1 - β)'1]

and

) = 0.

Suppose that if [z/^iiV] < n < [ί/t -/V], i £ J , then

xN(n) = φ»(n/N) + ξM(n).

The problem is to estimate the change-point moments T{ = [ί/t iV], i =

1, , k for the random sequence XN. The character of the disorder is deter-

mined by the function φu{t). Our goal is to construct a consistent estimate of

the vector parameter v (and consequently of moments r t ) by the realization

XN.

The second idea of our approach consists of using the family of Kolmogorov-

Smirnov type statistics for solving this problem.
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We mean the family of the form

N(j\ 1 V^ XN(U\\

L" k=l k=n+l J ^ '

0 < < 5 < l , l<n< N -1

and some derivatives of such statistics. Why is it useful? It turns out that
such statistics are asymptotically optimal in the following sense.

We have proved (see Darkhovski (1989)) that under some regularity con-
ditions the inequality holds (for the simplest case v G Et1):

lim N'1 ln{inΐ sup Pu(\v - v\ > e)} > -2emin(p(Pi,P2),p(Ή,Ή))
N-+ oo 0 a<v<β

where />(•, •) = Kullback-Leibler distance between distributions before and af-
ter the disorder, and infimum is sought on the set of all estimates. (Analogous
inequalities take place in the general case.) But on the other hand, for statistics
of type (1), it can be shown that for the estimator v based on these statistics
the inequality occurs:

Pv{\v - v\ > e} < Lλ exv(-L2(e)N),

if the following assumptions hold:

a) Cramer condition,

b) </>-mixing condition.

(Analogous estimates were proved by Carlstein (1988) for the so-called mean
dominant norm statistics. Our family of statistics belongs to this class.) So
we see that the statistics of type (1) give asymptotically optimal estimates in
order.

3. Concrete Algorithms. Let us consider a gradual disorder case. In
this case, k = 2, v = (̂ 1,̂ 2)5

' 0, if 0 < ί < 1/1

#(£), if V\ < t < v2

{ a φ 0, if v2 < t < 1

φv{t) =

where g(i) is a Lipschitz function that is sandwiched between two monotone
increasing functions.
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Consider the following statistic

n N

YN(n, m) = n'1 ^ xN{k) - (N - n - m)"1 Σ χN(k)>
k=l k=n+m+l

1 < n, 1 < ra, n + m < N — 1.

For a description of the method of estimation it is convenient to consider
continuous time. A continuous random field VN^-, S) is built on the set {(tf, s) :
0 < ί < 1, 0 < 5 < 1, t -\- s < 1). The values of yw in nodes of the grid
(n/N,m/N) are equal to the values of the statistic YN(n,m). The values of
yN in other points are built by linear interpolation. The field yjsf(t,s) will be
considered on the set M = {(ί,θ) '• a < t < β, 0<s<β-a-6, 6 > 0,
t + s<β}.

Now we introduce some notation. Suppose that Mis a compact in R 2 ,
h(t,s) e C(M), R = max(ίjS) h(t,s). Let S = Pr sM (Prs is an orthogonal
projection operator). For every s G 5 define

In our problem the set S = [0, β - a - δ] and the set Γ(s), s G 5 , has the form
T(*) = [α,/J-β] .

For every 5 G 5\ A' > 0, define the set of Λ'-maximums of the function

/ι( ,s) o n T ( s ) :

Aχ(h; s) = {« G Γ(θ) : Λ - X < h(t, 3)}.

On the set S define the function

dχ(hm, s) = diam Aχ(h\ s)

where diam A is the diameter of the set A, i.e., the value s u p ^ ^ ^ \\x - y\\
(by definition, diam 0 = 0).

For every λ > 0 we define the set of λ-minimums of the function dχ(h; s)
on 5:

U(\, X;h)={seS: dχ(h; s) < inf dχ(h; s) + λ}.

On the space of continuous functions C(M) we define the families (by
parameters X, λ) of functionals:

Φ λ > Λr(Λ) = s u p { * e S se U(λ, X; h ) }

Φλ,Λr(Λ) = max{ί : t e Ax(h; Φχ,χ(h)}, if Ax{ ) φ 0

Φλ,Ar(Λ) = max{ί : t e T(Φχ,x(h))}, if Ax( ) = 0.
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The following values are to be the estimates v(N), £(iV) of parameters

h(N)=Ψx,x(\yN(t,s)\)

Thus, to construct the estimates Z>i(7V), />2(iV), the following is required:

a) for a certain X > 0, on the segment s G [0,/J - a - δ] to compute the

function dχ(\yN\',s) - the diameter of the set of Λ'-maximums of the

function |yΛr( ;θ)| o n ^Xs)ί

b) for a certain λ > 0, on [0,/? - a - δ] to build the set of λ-minimums of

the function d;r(|2/jvh s) and to find the supremum of the set - the value

c) to find the maximum of the set Av(|ltiv|; Φλ,Λf(|ϊtiv|)) °f Λ'-maximums of
the function |yjv( ;Φλ,Ar(|»Jv|))| on the set T(Φχyχ(\yN\)) and to assume
this value to be the estimate ί>ι(N). Then the estimate ί>2(N) is defined
by the previous formula.

For every e > 0 let

Ge = {v: \\v-v\\ < €}.

THEOREM. Suppose that the following conditions are fulfilled:

1) sup E^exptξ^in) <oo,i= 1,2,3, |ί | < H.

2) φ-mixing condition for ξ = ( f ( 1 ) , £ ( 2 ) , £ ( 3 ) ) .

Then for all small enough e > 0 tiere exist λ(e) > 0, A'(c) > 0, such that the

estimate v\(e),X(e)(N) converges to the set Ge Pu-almost surely.

Now let us settle on another problem: the change-point problem for re-

gression models. Let us consider the following situation. Let, in the general

scheme, the function φu(t) G C f c[0,l], k = 0,l, . We shall say that the

functional change-point is taking place if φ\, '(•) is continuous everywhere

except the point t = v and at this point it has the first type discontinuity and

there exists the left and the right value of this derivative. This definition is

the natural generalization of the case when φy(t) = α,t < v, φv(t) = b,t > v,

α φ 6, i.e., the simple abrupt disorder problem.

A simple example of this situation is the change-point in the linear re-

gression model when φy( ) has the form:

{ αt + β, t<u

7ί + (α - 7)1/+/?, t>u αφΊ.
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Now we formulate one condition under which the functional change-point
will be considered. Put

rk+1
= f

Jo

CONDITION (i). The function φi (•) - Vk+i changes its sign on the
segment [0,1] at tie single point t = v.

It is easy to check that this condition is fulfilled in linear regression in
particular.

For a description of the change-point detection method, fix e, 0 < e < 1,
and let us introduce the following notation:

χN(n) = e-*{xN(n + [(eN/2)\) - xN(n - [

VxN(n - peN/2)])}, k = 2,3, .

The decision statistic is of the form (Nι = N - (k + l)[(eiV/2)], nx = 1 + (k +
l)[(eN)/2], S = Nt - n i + 1):

n

YN(n) = S~2(n -m + 1)(S -n + n1-l)((n-n1 + I)"1 ^
%—n\

i=n+l

The estimate h of the change-point is an arbitrary point of the set

a r g J^ , \YN(nϊ\
ni<n<Nι—l

and the estimate of v is v — h/S.

THEOREM. Suppose the conditions of the previous Theorem and Condi-
tion (i) are fulfilled. Then for every e > 0, the estimate v converges to the
e-neighborhood of v Pu-a.s.

There are some generalizations of this problem, namely when we have
several change-points and when more complicated functions are considered.
These problems will be considered in other papers.
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